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1. Optical, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) Images of h-BN Samples  

 

Figure S1. (a-d) Optical images of suspended h-BN after thermal annealing. The thicknesses of 

h-BN1–4 are determined to be 12±1, 12, 11, and 5 layers, respectively. Due to optical 

transparency in thin layer h-BN, h-BN4 is almost invisible under an optical microscope, although 

thicker h-BN1–3 can be seen clearly. The scale bars indicate 5 µm. 
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Figure S2. Optical image of h-BN1 showing the area scanned by atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) (red rectangle) and the area patterned and transferred (orange rectangle) to the suspended 

device in Fig. S1(a). The scale bar is 10 µm. (b) AFM topography of h-BN1 with discrete layer 

steps near the edge, with each step equal to 0.33 nm. The numbers in (b) indicate the change in 

layer thicknesses that were identified from the section analysis in AFM as shown in (c) and (d), 

where the numbers are the measured step height. The surface roughness of the (e) Pt 

thermometer and (f) SiNx beam of the micro-bridge device were measured to be 1.1 and 0.45 nm, 

respectively. (g) The roughness of an exfoliated 9 layer h-BN after annealing was measured to be 

0.16 nm.  
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Figure S3. Low magnification TEM images of suspended (a) h-BN2 and (b) h-BN4. (c) Polymer 

residues observed over a large area of h-BN1. (d) The number of layers in h-BN3 can be 

observed by counting the (0002) fringes at the edge of the suspended section. 

2. Thermal Conductivity Calculation 

We used Quantum Espresso, an ab initio package, to calculate the phonon dispersion of 

h-BN. The unit cell parameters for h-BN used in the calculation are a = 0.2479 nm and c = 

0.6998 nm.
1-3
 The unit cell thickness is c for bulk and multi- layer h-BN, and c/2 = 0.3499 nm 

for single layer h-BN. In the calculation, core-electrons were replaced by a pseudo-potential and 

valence electrons are described by a number of plane waves with an energy cutoff 70 a.u. in the 

self-consistent calculation. The calculation was performed on an 8×8×4 k-point grid in the 

Brillouin zone, while coarse c-axis grid resulted in divergence of the soft ZA and ZO’ modes. 
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The dynamical matrix was calculated on a 5×5×4 grid in k-space, followed by interatomic force 

constant calculation in real space. The calculated phonon dispersion results for bulk h-BN are 

shown in Fig. S4, and in agreement with literature experimental data obtained from inelastic X-

ray scattering,
3
 Raman spectroscopy,

4-6
 and Infrared spectroscopy.

4
  The interlayer coupling in 

multi-layer h-BN results in the splitting of the low-frequency phonons near the Γ point, and gives 

rise to three low-energy optical branches, namely the ZO’, LO’, TO’ branches. For few-layer h-

BN, we considered the 6 lowest-energy phonon branches in the thermal conductivity calculation 

based on Eq. (1) of the main text. Both the polarization-specific phonon group velocity, vp, and 

the density of states, Dp(ω), were calculated from the phonon dispersion in the basal plane, 

which was assumed to be isotropic and the same as that found along the Γ−Μ direction.  

 

Figure S4. Phonon dispersion of (a) bulk h-BN (b) low-energy phonon branches used for 

thermal conductivity calculation. Reported measurement data from inelastic X-ray scattering (red 

circle),
3
 Raman spectroscopy (blue circle),

4-6
 and Infrared spectroscopy

4
 (magenta circle) are 

also shown in (a).  
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Three types of phonon scattering mechanisms are considered in the calculation. The 

synthesized h-BN consists of 19.9% 
10
B and 80.1% 

11
B, whereas the isotopic variance of N is 

negligible. Phonon scattering by isotopic impurities is calculated as
7
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where S0 is the cross-sectional area per atom and Γ is the strength of the point defect scattering, 

which is obtained as ∑ −=Γ
i

ii MMf 2)/1( =0.00136,
8
 where fi is the fractional concentration of 

the impurity atoms, Mi is the mass of the impurity, and M  is the average atomic mass of boron.

 

Phonon scattering by other point defects such as vacancies and impurities are also 

calculated from Eq. (S1). The phonon scattering rate by the lateral edges of the few-layer h-BN 

sample is calculated as τB,p
-1 
= vp/lb, where lb is the boundary scattering mean free path. 

Matthiessen’s rule was used to account for the combined effects of different scattering 

mechanisms. 

Figure S5 shows the calculation results for different lb values and different point defect 

concentrations. The calculation does not account for phonon scattering by polymer residues and 

Umklapp scattering, the latter of which is expected to be negligible at the low temperature limit. 

Because of the high isotopic impurity concentration, the calculation shows that isotope impurity 

scattering dominates over scattering by point vacancies at a concentration as high as 10
20 
cm

-3
. 

An lb value of 2 µm can be used to fit the low-temperature experimental thermal conductivity 

values for bulk h-BN.
8
 In comparison, without accounting for scattering by polymer residues, the 

lb value needs to be as small as 550 nm and 180 nm in order to match the experimental thermal 

conductivity data for the 11-layer and 5-layer sample, respectively. These lb values are much 
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smaller than the smallest geometrical boundary length of 3 µm of the single crystalline few-layer 

h-BN flakes. 

 

Figure S5. Comparison between the experimental thermal conductivity and calculation results 

for different lb values with no isotope impurities or point vacancies (thin dashed curves), with 

19.9% 
10
B and 80.1% 

11
B and no point vacancies (thick solid curves), and with 19.9% 

10
B and 

80.1% 
11
B and point vacancy concentration nD = 10

20
 cm

-3
 (thin solid curves). Phonon scattering 

by polymer residues and Umklapp scattering are not included in the calculation.  
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3. Contact Thermal Resistance and Interface Conductance 

            We have evaluated the thermal contact thermal resistance and thermal interface 

conductance between the h-BN sample and the micro-bridge device using two different models. 

Figure S6 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of h-BN1 and a schematic that 

defines the sample dimensions including the dimensions of the contact areas. While the contact 

length (Lc) between the sample and the straight resistance thermometer is the same among the 

samples, the contact lengths (Lc1 and Lc2) between the sample and the two U-shaped lines vary, 

as shown in Table S1. In the first contact thermal resistance model based on the linear fitting 

approach, the contact area between the h-BN and the two U-shaped lines is ignored. On the basis 

of this assumption, the less than 33% contribution from the contact thermal resistance suggests 

that the temperature difference between the h-BN and the underlying support should have 

decreased exponentially to be negligible as the h-BN extends onto U-shaped lines. This 

assumption would yield the same RcW values for different samples provided that the interface 

thermal conductance (gi) per unit contact area is the same among the samples. In this model, the 

lateral temperature distribution at the contact area is treated by a fin heat transfer model to obtain 

the contact thermal resistance according to
9, 10
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where κs is the thermal conductivity of the supported few-layer h-BN, gi is the thermal interface 

conductance per unit area, and A and w are the cross section and width of the few-layer h-BN 

sample. Because of additional phonon scattering by the interface between the h-BN and the 

micro-device, the thermal conductivity of the supported h-BN can be lower than that for the 
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suspended h-BN, as shown by recent measurements in supported graphene
11, 12

 and encased 

graphene.
13
 Nevertheless, the difference is expected to decrease with increasing layer thickness. 

Moreover, it has been found that the thermal conductivity of polymer-contaminated suspended 

bi-layer graphene
14
 is similar to that of supported bi-layer graphene.

15
 For the polymer-

contaminated, 11-layer h-BN sample where the room-temperature thermal conductivity of the 

suspended region is found to approach that for bulk h-BN, we assume that κs is the same as the 

thermal conductivity obtained for the suspended segment and use the obtained Rc from linear 

fitting and Eq. (S2) to determine the interface conductance gi.  

 

Figure S6.  (a) Scanning electron micrograph of h-BN1. (b) Definitions of the dimension used in 

the contact thermal resistance models. The extended lengths Lc1 and Lc2 are measured for each 

sample and shown in Table S1. Wc =3.8 µm is the same for all devices. 
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Table S1. The measured contact lengths of the extended region of h-BN samples.  

 h-BN1 h-BN2 h-BN3 h-BN4 

Lc1  (µm) 1.8 3.1 6.5 4.7 

Lc2  (µm) 2.3 1.8 6.9 11.7 

 

In the second contact thermal resistance model, we consider interface heat transfer in 

both regions of the contact area, including (1) the contact area between the sample and the two 

straight thermometer lines with a contact length Lc = 1.7 µm, and (2) the extended h-BN area 

covering the part of the U-shaped lines with a width of Wc = 3.8 µm. We have derived an 

expression of the total measured thermal resistance of the h-BN sample as  

    ∑
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where the difference between the thermal conductivities (κ) of the suspended and supported h-

BN regions have been ignored. The definitions of
t

g
m i

κ
=  , tkgwM i= , where t is the 

sample thickness, are used according to the standard heat transfer model for extended surfaces or 

fins.
16
  Based on Eq. (S3), we first find the different (gi , κ) data sets that would yield the 

measured thermal resistance of the 7.5 µm-long, 11 layer-thick h-BN3 sample at each 

temperature. From these different data sets, we find the (gi , κ) values that can best fit the 

measurement data of  h-BN1 and h-BN2 with Eq. (S3) by minimizing the square root of the sum 
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of the squares of the relative error. The as-obtained κ and gi values at different temperatures are 

shown in Figs. S7 (a) and (b), respectively, together with the values obtained from the first 

model based on linear fitting.  

The difference in the κ values obtained from the two models range between 3-36 % for 

the 11-layer sample and between 1-7 % for 5-layer sample. It is apparent from these results that 

the two models yield the same conclusion regarding the thickness dependence of the thermal 

conductivity of the few-layer h-BN. In addition, the obtained gi is about 1−2 orders of magnitude 

lower than that measured for supported few-layer graphene.
17
  The low gi value for the h-BN 

sample can be caused by organic contamination left at the interface during the transfer process as 

well as the surface roughness of the micro-bride device. 
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Figure S7. (a) Thermal conductivity values of few-layer h-BN samples obtained by two different 

contact thermal resistance models, namely the linear fitting approach and the extended fin model, 

together with the reported bulk h-BN values.
18
 The red and black symbols are data from the 

linear fitting and the extended fin model, respectively. Squares, circles, and diamonds correspond 

to the bulk, 11-layer, and 5-layer h-BN samples, respectively. (b) Interface thermal conductance 

values obtained from the two contact thermal resistance models.  
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